Effects of Temperature on Emergence and Seasonality of West Nile Virus in California
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Abstract. Temperature has played a critical role in the spatiotemporal dynamics of West Nile virus transmission throughout California from its introduction in 2003 through establishment by 2009. We compared two novel mechanistic measures of transmission risk, the temperature-dependent ratio of virus extrinsic incubation period to the mosquito gonotrophic period (BT), and the fundamental reproductive ratio (R0) based on a mathematical model, to analyze spatiotemporal patterns of receptivity to viral amplification. Maps of BT and R0 were created at 20-km scale and compared throughout California to seroconversions in sentinel chicken flocks at half-month intervals. Overall, estimates of BT and R0 agreed with intensity of transmission measured by the frequency of sentinel chicken seroconversions. Mechanistic measures such as these are important for understanding how temperature affects the spatiotemporal dynamics of West Nile virus transmission and for delineating risk estimates useful to inform vector control agency intervention decisions and communicate outbreak potential.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of West Nile virus (WNV; family Flaviviridae, genus Flavivirus) into New York in 19991 initiated an epidemic that swept rapidly across North America. This virus invaded southern California during 2003, and within a year was detected in all 58 counties in the state.2,3 West Nile virus circulates mainly between mosquitoes in the genus Culex and a diverse set of mostly passerine avian hosts and causes disease in humans, horses, and some bird species. The impact on avian populations has been severe in some cases, and in areas where WNV circulates consistently significant decreases on avian populations has been severe in some cases, and in species, including American crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos), western scrub-jays ( Aphelocoma californica), yellow-billed magpies ( Pica nuttalli), and house finches ( Carpodacus mexicanus ).4 Since its introduction, 2,973 human cases of WNV have been reported in California, including 1,254 neuroinvasive cases and 97 deaths.5 This virus is now endemic to California and activity is detected each summer,6 and WNV epidemic year.6 In these areas, WNV transmission increased markedly after temperatures became warm enough for mosquitoes to complete the EIP within two GPs, suggesting a pattern of increasing transmission efficiency with increasing temperature. Not only do vectors become infectious more quickly than at cooler temperatures (effect of the shortened EIP), they also transmit virus earlier in their reproductive lives (the effect of the shorter gonotrophic cycle). In this way, the rate of pathogen acquisition and transmission from vector to host can be expected to increase with temperature.

Although surveillance programs have tracked the invasion and seasonal transmission of WNV in California, a synoptic understanding of spatiotemporal emergence and the factors leading to the rapid dispersal of WNV throughout California have not been described. Previous studies have suggested that temperature may be an important factor in the amplification transmission of WNV, especially in temperate areas such as the upper prairie states.6 Warm temperature was associated statistically with higher human WNV infection risk in Connecticut1 and predictive of increased WNV infection in vectors in northeast Illinois.8 Increasing weekly maximum temperature and weekly cumulative temperature were associated with the increasing incidence of reported human WNV cases during the following month in a recent study of WNV disease across the United States.7 These and studies on other North American encephalitides suggest that temperature plays an important role in maintenance, amplification, and tangential human infection.

Biological mechanisms affected by warming temperature include the shortening of the duration of the gonotrophic period (GP) of the mosquito10 and the extrinsic incubation period (EIP) of the virus,6,11 both of which increase efficiency of transmission. Shortening the GP increases the rate of host-mosquito contact (i.e., mosquito biting) and the rate of mosquito population increase, whereas shortening the EIP decreases the time from infection to transmission and therefore the calendar age at which mosquitoes can transmit virus. Recently, the seasonal range of temperatures observed in two areas of California was used to estimate the times required for completion of the EIP and GP in Cx. tarsalis during the 2004 WNV epidemic year.6 In these areas, WNV transmission increased markedly after temperatures became warm enough for mosquitoes to complete the EIP within two GPs, suggesting a pattern of increasing transmission efficiency with increasing temperature. Not only do vectors become infectious more quickly than at cooler temperatures (effect of the shortened EIP), they also transmit virus earlier in their reproductive lives (the effect of the shorter gonotrophic cycle). In this way, the rate of pathogen acquisition and transmission from vector to host can be expected to increase with temperature.

California, with its large geographic area (> 400,000 km²), contains great ecologic and climatic diversity. In the current study, we used a novel mechanistic measure of transmission risk and a mathematical model to analyze the spatiotemporal patterns of WNV activity from invasion to establishment (2003–2009). We present the most complete model for WNV transmission dynamics to date. Several earlier papers have developed or analyzed mechanistic models for WNV epidemiology,12–28 but all have modeled birds as a single entity and none incorporated multiple levels of avian host competence. Also, only one earlier model22 acknowledged temperature-dependence for any parameters. In our model, we extend these existing models by incorporating 1) three avian host classes
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(incompetent, moderately competent, and highly competent); 2) the effects of temperature on vector carrying capacity and transmission dynamics; and 3) infection caused by direct contact among birds and vertical transmission within vector populations. We parameterized our models using data from ecologic studies in California and then validated our outcome by comparisons with WNV seroconversion patterns in sentinel chickens. Our goal was to assess the role that environmental temperature played in the receptivity of California to WNV introduction and as a driver of spatiotemporal dynamics throughout the state.

**METHODS**

**West Nile virus activity.** The California Vectorborne Disease Surveillance System monitors meteorologic factors, adult mosquito abundance, and virus activity measured by testing mosquitoes, sentinel chickens, wild birds (particularly dead birds for WNV), horses, and humans for evidence of infection. Positive birds were confirmed, and the infecting virus was identified by immunofluorescence assay, Western blot, or plaque reduction neutralization test. Positive birds were enumerated by species and sex, and reported as females per trap type per night per collection period. mosquito infection rates were not used in the current models or validation procedures. The third element used was sentinel chicken flocks. The dead birds for WNV), horses, and humans for evidence of infection. Three elements of the California surveillance database were used in our study. The first element used was temperature. Daily average temperature surfaces for California were acquired at 1-km² resolution from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Terrestrial Observation and Prediction System. The second element used was mosquito abundance. Host-seeking *Culex* vector species were collected systematically by local mosquito control agencies by using dry ice-baited traps. Mosquitoes were enumerated by species and sex, and reported as females per trap type per night per collection period. Mosquito infection rates were not used in the current models or validation procedures. The third element used was sentinel chicken flocks. Flocks of 10 hens were deployed at approximately 230 locations throughout the state to measure virus transmission.

All data were aggregated for each agency at a half-month time step, which was sufficient to resolve seasonal patterns and corresponded well with the frequency of mosquito trapping and sentinel chicken flock monitoring by most mosquito control agencies. Data were stored in PostgreSQL version 8.4 (http://www.postgresql.org) databases with added spatial capabilities of PostGIS (http://postgis.refractions.net) and were aggregated and analyzed by using a combination of queries in SQL and scripts in R version 2.10.35

**Mathematical modeling.** To investigate the expected impact of temperature on WNV emergence and transmission, we constructed a mathematical model (Figure 1). This model made the following assumptions regarding the ecology of WNV in California.

1. There are three prototypical hosts. The first, host B₁, was an amplification host that developed high viremia, has a relatively high probability of infecting feeding vectors, and frequently succumbed to infection (e.g., Western scrub jay [*Aphelocoma californica*]). Host B₂ was a maintenance host that developed a moderate viremia, which resulted in a lower probability of infecting feeding vectors, and usually survived infection (e.g., house finch [*Carpodacus mexicanus*]). Host B₃ was a dead-end host (e.g., mourning dove [*Zenaida macroura*]) that developed low viremia, which resulted in no vector infection, and as such, diverted infectious mosquitoes from feeding on competent hosts. Host B₁ therefore represented a sink of WNV. Mathematically, hosts B₁–B₃ could represent any hosts fed upon by vectors.

2. At any given time, vertebrate hosts were either susceptible (S) to infection, infected but not infectious (I), infectious (I) adults, respectively.

3. Vertical transmission occurred infrequently in the mosquito population. Mosquito eggs were either uninfected (P) or infected (Q) and matured into either susceptible (S) or infectious (I) adults, respectively.

4. Avian hosts also may become infected (E) through contact with other infectious hosts. This infection could occur as a result of fecal shedding of virus at a communal roost, predation, scavenging of infectious carcasses. This type of infection was believed to occur at low rates in comparison to infection by mosquito bite during the warmer parts of the year.

5. At any given time, adult mosquitoes (M) were either susceptible (S) to WNV infection, infected but not infectious (E), during the extrinsic incubation period, or infectious with WNV (I). Mosquitoes were assumed to remain infectious for life and blood feed on hosts B₁–B₃ in proportion to their abundance in the environment.

![Figure 1. Schematic of the SEIR model constructed for West Nile virus circulation in California. Birds (B) are categorized as highly competent (1), moderately competent (2), or incompetent (3), and adult mosquitoes (M) may emerge from uninfected (P) or vertically infected (Q) eggs. See the text for a complete explanation.](image-url)
The growth of all vector and host populations was logistic and characterized by their respective rates of birth and non-disease related mortality.

The GP, EIP, and vector environmental carrying capacity ($\frac{1}{b} \ln V_b$, $1/e_1$, and $K_2$, respectively, in the model equations) were modeled as being temperature-dependent. The vector transmission rate was modeled as the product of the probability of transmission from vector to host (i.e., vector competence) divided by the temperature-dependent gonotrophic period. The EIP was modeled as $1/(-0.132 + 0.0092 \times \text{temperature})$ by using a published linear regression of median extrinsic incubation rates for Cx. tarsalis. The EIP values were truncated at temperatures below the thermal minimum of 14.3°C. These values were similar for the Cx. pipiens complex. The environmental carrying capacity for vectors was approximated by fitting a four-parameter logistic model relating half-monthly mean temperatures to log-transformed counts of female vector mosquitoes per trap-night (Cx. tarsalis and the Cx. pipiens complex) from CO2-baited traps operated throughout California during 2003–2009 during the same half-months.

The model was fitted (using the nls() function in R) and the resulting equation for the carrying capacity was computed as $K_2 = \text{pop base} \times \exp(0.05326 + 3.11241/(1 + \exp((14.56325 - \text{Temp}_m)/2.93755)))$ in which where Temp_m is the temperature for half-month t and pop base is an arbitrary baseline that scaled annual fluctuations in abundance. In California, trends in abundance tend to follow antecedent temperature, but a model that captures all relevant effects of temperature would necessarily be complicated and beyond the scope of the current study. In addition, because of the Mediterranean climate of California, nearly all precipitation occurs during the winter, and therefore rainfall-driven models are not appropriate. Our attempts to accommodate mosquito production from the diversity of irrigated agroecosystems also has been complex from a state-wide perspective, especially considering the difference in larval habitats exploited by Culex tarsalis and the Culex pipiens complex. Therefore, we have used temperature to drive the seasonality of vector abundance. Finally, the gonotrophic period (i.e., the number of days between blood meals) was modeled as $\text{GP} = 2 + 1/(-0.066 + 0.018 \times \text{temperature})$ by using a published linear regression equation for the ovarian maturation rate plus two days for oviposition and locating a blood meal host. Similar to the EIP, the GP was truncated at temperatures below the thermal minimum (3.7°C).

We implemented the full model in terms of differential equations (mathematical details appear in the Appendix) and applied the methods described by van den Driessche and Watmough to derive an expression for the basic reproduction ratio ($R_0$). For directly transmissible infectious, this ratio represents the number of secondary cases that arise from a single infectious case introduced into a completely susceptible population, so that when $R_0 < 1$, there are insufficient new cases per case for propagation and the pathogen cannot persist in the population. When $R_0 \geq 1$, the pathogen is efficiently transmitted and becomes endemic; greater $R_0$ values indicate that transmission is more intense (and therefore may spill over to infect equines and humans) and that stochastic fadeout of the pathogen is less likely. For complex models of vectorborne infections, it has been demonstrated that outbreaks are possible for $R_0 < 1$ under certain circumstances. Because the model incorporates vertical and horizontal transmission, $R_0$ for the current WNV system was the sum of the $R_0$ values for each mode of transmission determined separately, $R_0 = R_0^{(V)} + R_0^{(H)}$. Details of the $R_0$ computation and a sensitivity analysis of the model appear in the Appendix.

$R_0$ was a function of the parameters of the model (notation and parameter descriptions are shown in Supplemental Appendix Table 1. After introduction into a fully susceptible population, if $R_0 > 1$, herd immunity will not, in general, be zero, as it was in the disease free state. However, for the purposes of this study, $R_0$ still remains a measurement of the intrinsic transmissibility of the virus. By using a temperature-dependent biting rate, EIP, and vector environmental carrying capacity, we were able to compute $R_0$ as a function of temperature from our model. The prevalence of immunity in WNV hosts throughout California at the beginning of each transmission season is unclear. Because the annual appearance of susceptible nestlings suggests that herd immunity is decreased each year, $R_0$ represents a measure of transmission risk until WNV circulates and herd immunity increases significantly. In this study, the use of $R_0$ is meant to estimate the risk of transmission assuming low levels of herd immunity, not as a measure of transmission intensity as circulation increases during an outbreak.

Daily mean air temperatures for $R_0$ calculations were obtained at 1-km² resolution from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Terrestrial Observation and Prediction System and were adjusted to approximate mean temperatures to which mosquitoes were exposed during their daily activities. Because Culex mosquitoes are nocturnally active, they avoid peak afternoon air temperatures by resting in shelters where temperatures are lower than air temperatures; this difference was greater during summer (4.15°C) than winter (1.55°C). We fitted a sinusoidal function to monthly temperature differences from Meyer and others and applied these reductions to the Terrestrial Observation and Prediction System air temperatures for each half-month. Estimated mosquito exposure temperatures were averaged within the boundaries of each 20-km grid cell, and the averages were used to calculate $R_0$ values. Maps of $R_0$ were created by using the mapprootools and rgdal packages in R, and serologic results from sentinel chickens were added to the maps as an indication of WNV transmission throughout the state.

Stochastic sampling from ranges of parameter estimates was applied to assess the sensitivity of $R_0$ to the model parameters. The ranges of values used for each parameter are shown in Supplemental Appendix Table 2. The range of $K_1$, the vector carrying capacity, was computed from the function for $K_1$ described above by varying the temperature over the range of minimum and maximum values of California temperatures. Likewise, the EIP and vector GP were functions of temperature. We assumed a uniform distribution for each parameter across ranges shown in Supplemental Appendix Table 2. The ranges of all the other parameters are from the references shown in Supplemental Appendix Table 1. Because our model includes V = 21 uncertain variables, N = 300 sets of sampled parameter values were generated by Latin hypercube sampling according to the suggestion of Matala that an N such that N/V > 10 should suffice for the number of stochastic samples of complete parameter sets. Partial rank correlation...
coefficients were computed across ranges of parameters described in Supplemental Appendix Table 2 to assess the significance of each parameter with respect to $R_0$.

RESULTS

Values of $R_0$ across California for May–October 2003 and 2004 that were calculated by using the approach described in the Appendix are shown in Figure 2. These periods included the initial introduction (2003) and subsequent spread (2004) of WNV throughout California. During May 2003, $R_0$ values were greatest in mosquito control districts in the southeastern deserts, and only these districts and those at the southern end of the Central Valley had $R_0$ values approaching 1, implying receptivity to WNV enzootic activity. In general, $R_0$ was lower along the western coast compared with inland areas because of the cooling influence of the Pacific Ocean. From the second half of July through September 2003, every mosquito control district in southeastern deserts and the Central Valley had $R_0 \geq 1$. The first sentinel chicken flocks that seroconverted to WNV during early August were in the Imperial County along the southern border of California with Mexico, and had the highest $R_0$ values, including values $\geq 1$ in every half-month from late May–early October 2003.

In 2004, a similar spatio-temporal pattern and trend for temperature and $R_0$ emerged, except that WNV activity was detected earlier in the season, most likely caused by interseasonal virus persistence. In May 2004 one flock
seroconverted in the Coachella Valley in the southeast, followed by a northwestward progression of seroconversions into the inland areas of the Los Angeles Basin, with relatively few seroconversions occurring along the coast. This pattern in Los Angeles was similar for other measures of virus activity including mosquito infection and dead bird reports and WNV-positive test results. Notably, in the first half of July 2004, there were simultaneous seroconversions in flocks at the southern and northern ends of the Central Valley, which was warmer than areas in between that were cooled by the intrusion of marine air from the San Francisco Bay. Transmission subsequently spread but remained most prominent in southern California and the northern and southern ends of the Central Valley, with only sporadic evidence of transmission to sentinel chickens elsewhere.

The correspondence between sentinel seroconversions (i.e., WNV transmission) and $R_0$ in the areas surrounding the flocks was striking. In no instance were seroconversions observed in areas where $R_0 < 1$ in 2003, and in the entire 2003–2009 data set, 5.7% of chicken samples were positive in areas with $R_0 \geq 1$, compared with 1.7% of samples in areas with lower $R_0$. The proportions of chickens with seroconversions increased with increasing $R_0$ (Figure 3), further indicating that the $R_0$ values derived from the model represented the intensity of transmission, although it was clear that transmission occurred below the conventional $R_0$ threshold of 1. A time series of model-generated $R_0$ values for three mosquito control districts, in two-week time steps during 2003–2009, is shown in Figure 4. The three districts (Coachella Valley, Sacramento-Yolo, and Marin-Sonoma) were chosen to represent hot, moderate, and cool regions of the state, respectively. Note the clear seasonality of WNV and the varying durations of these transmission seasons. Transmission seasons in hot districts tended to be longer than the seasons in cool districts,
and peak R₀ in hot districts (ranging approximately from 1.5 to 1.6 in these simulations) were substantially higher than the peak R₀ in cool districts (which ranged between approximately 0.25 and 0.75). Districts with intermediate temperatures had results between these values. Also evident in the R₀ time series were changes in the time of onset (when R₀ first exceeded 1) and the time of peak R₀ from season to season. From 2004 onward after WNV had spread throughout California, the duration of WNV transmission to sentinel chickens was closely related to the length of the transmission season defined by R₀ (Figure 4).

Significant partial rank correlation coefficient values showed which model parameters had the greatest influence on R₀ over the ranges used (Supplemental Appendix Table 2). As expected, temperature (T) greatly influenced model performance because several key model parameters such as mosquito carrying capacity (Kᵥ), virus extrinsic incubation (1/εᵥ), and host contact rates ([βᵥ]ᵥ) were functionally linked to changes in T over space and time. The rate of vertical transmission (qᵥ) also was highly significant, possibly because of its impact on rapid amplification without delays caused by extrinsic incubation. As expected, R₀ also was highly sensitive to the dynamics of infection in the highly competent avian host 1 including birth and death rates, duration of infection, and the disease-related mortality rate.

To further understand the impact of temperature on transmission, we derived a simple algebraic formula as an explicit function of the R₀ model parameters. The EIP was an important factor in determining the seasonality of arbovirus transmission because transmission was impossible when the EIP exceeded the lifespan of a vector. This situation occurred during cool seasons at temperate latitudes. If the EIP was completed within the vector lifespan, transmission was possible, but the probability of transmission became more likely as the duration of the EIP decreased. The potential for acquiring and transferring virus also depended upon the length of the gonotrophic period or the time between successive blood meals. A longer GP resulted in fewer blood meals taken by a mosquito per unit time, and a shorter GP increased the biting rate per period. Both EIP and GP were temperature dependent (Figure 5A) and decreased as temperature increased. Interestingly, the ratio of the WNV EIP:GP also decreased as a function of temperature (Figure 5B). This ratio estimates the number of bites to transmission (BT) after infection of a mosquito vector as BT = EIP/GP, which is the EIP expressed in units of gonotrophic cycle length or vector blood meals. We compared the behavior of R₀ with the simpler function BT (black line in Figure 4). Note the strong inverse relationship between R₀ and BT. When the temperature was such that the EIP was many multiples of GP, then transmission was inefficient (low R₀). Transmission within a single GP (i.e., the next bite after infection) was unlikely at temperatures in California unless there were significant delays in oviposition or blood meal host acquisition. Therefore, the most efficient transmission (highest R₀) occurred when the EIP was < 2 GP. This situation is clearly evident in Figure 4 and from examination of Figure 8 in the report by Reisen and others in 2006.[6]

The spatio-temporal behavior of the ratio BT throughout California during 2004 was comparable to the pattern of R₀ for the same period (Figure 6). Most (55.0% during 2004 and 58.8% during 2003–2009) seroconversions occurred in areas and time periods where BT = 2–3, which meant that transmission of WNV was expected by the second or third blood meal after infection. Low values of BT were closely associated with the development of foci of WNV transmission during the spring and early summer, and these areas seemed to serve as starting points for the introduction of WNV into adjacent regions, such as the cooler coastal areas of the Los Angeles Basin or the southern end of the San Francisco Bay (Figure 6). As the warm areas of California began to cool in late Sep 2004 and estimates of BT increased, transmission subsided. Overall, transmission to sentinel chickens was most intense when BT reached its minimum of 2, and the incidence of seroconversions in chickens increased as BT decreased (Figure 3B).

**DISCUSSION**

Warm temperatures are known to facilitate the transmission of vectorborne pathogens, and estimates of vectorial capacity[59] usually assume an even distribution of vector bites in time, which results in a smooth increase in transmission efficiency with warming temperature. In reality, *Culex* vectors of WNV generally take a single blood meal per gonotrophic period because females are almost never collected host-seeking with partially developed ovaries[59–61] gonotrophic periods...
require several days for completion, and all eggs are laid at once at night. Therefore, a female that becomes capable of transmitting WNV within a gonotrophic period would not transmit virus until after oviposition, when she takes her next blood meal. This resulted in marked differences in the proportion of mosquitoes expected to survive the extrinsic incubation at different temperatures (Figure 7). Warmer temperatures were associated with the greater likelihood that females survived to transmit because of shortening of the gonotrophic and extrinsic incubation periods. Although survival decreased as temperatures increased, more females survived to transmit at the cooler end of each level of BT, reaching a maximum of approximately 26.7°C (Figure 7). Transmission within a single gonotrophic period was not expected to occur commonly in nature because it required incubation temperatures above 47.6°C (the intersection of curves in Figure 5A), which was outside the thermal tolerance limits of WNV vectors, some alteration of the typical midgut virus dissemination pathway occurred to enable earlier transmission, or there were delays in oviposition site or blood meal host acquisition thereby elongating the GP modeled in the laboratory where the requisites of life were constantly available. Because our estimates were based on median values from laboratory experiments using constant temperatures, there also may be departures from our expectations, especially under naturally cycling temperature regimens, as documented for dengue virus in Aedes aegypti.

The dynamic transmission model used in our study was driven largely by temperature and successfully explained much of the observed pattern of WNV introduction, spread, and subsequent transmission to sentinel chickens as a rolling epidemic tracking increases in $R_0$. Clearly, other factors were also important, including movements of birds and vectors, avian immunity, mosquito control operations, and habitat availability. Our sensitivity analysis suggested that the dynamics of infection in highly competent avian hosts was clearly important in amplification transmission. This finding may lead to heterogeneity of transmission focused on selected avian species serving as super spreaders responsible for a disproportionate amount of transmission. Many of the vernal transient and summer resident migrants appeared
to become infected during late spring as they moved into California and may have been responsible for initially moving WNV from the southeastern deserts into the Los Angeles basin and then the Central Valley. Alternatively, the timing of the introduction and subsequent movements first into the Los Angeles Basin in 2003 and then into the Central Valley in 2004 occurred in August and June, respectively, after many of the passeriform nestlings had fledged and began to form dispersive foraging flocks. Previous models of WNV dispersal had indicated that these post-fledging movements may have been sufficient to explain the sudden jumps in WNV distribution within North America. West Nile virus now seems to be endemic throughout California and modeled changes in $R_0$ based on temperature and cumulative herd immunity would seem sufficient to explain the patterns of epidemic increase, subsequent subsidence, and reemergence.

Our estimates of $R_0$ and BT agreed with sentinel chicken seroconversion rates, a measure of enzootic virus transmission. In Los Angeles, and perhaps elsewhere in California, chicken seroconversions usually lagged behind other measures of virus activity such as mosquito infection and dead bird data and may track spill over events concurrent with tangential infection of humans. These data indicated that WNV amplification may begin and proceed under $R_0$ values $< 1$ and precede the transmission events depicted here that may parallel spill over events and increased risk for human infection. Therefore, although WNV activity was found throughout California in 2004, the patterns we projected paralleled increased risk for human infection with clusters of human disease detected in Los Angeles and Kern County. These delays also resulted in new seroconversions being detected late in the season after most amplification transmission subsided.
Mechanistic risk estimates such as those we presented are important for supporting the decisions of vector control agencies and for communicating risk to the public when control measures are needed. Because risk can be stated in plain language that directly relates to aspects of pathogen transmission, they provide sound guidance for policy making and should result in improved decisions. Ongoing research aims at comparisons of process-based risk estimates with established estimates of WNV transmission risk currently used in California.30
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